
 
 
„Traveling in my lawn chair‰ 
 
 
One of my favorite TV shows I try to watch occasionally is, „The Red Green Show‰.  He is so 
inventive and creative with building custom stuff.  He probably has already figured out a way to 
mount a lawn chair to a car or truck to make those drives through the country a bit more 
comfortable and pleasant.  IÊve not used duct tape, cable ties, or bungee cords to affix my favorite 
lawn chair to my truck for that pleasant drive.  IÊm sure there is some law against it. 
 
Years ago, when it was „permissible‰, kids would often ride in the back of pick-up trucks.  It was 
great fun.  The „girls‰ (meaning my friends four daughters), would ride in back of my truck for 
short trips.  TheyÊd be giggling all the way as I made twists and turns.  Sadly, those days are gone.  
Our state just recently passed a new law mandating that kids up to the age of 9 under 5 feet tall 
must ride in „booster‰ seats.  How embarrassing is that?   IÊm certainly glad I was a kid growing 
up in the 50Ês and 60Ês. 
 
Well, I seem to be a little off track here.  Where was I?  Oh, yes – traveling in my lawn chair.  
During the warmer months on my lunch hour at the office IÊll take my lawn chair out front and sit 
in the shade for an hour.  After consuming my banana and chocolate meal shake IÊll settle in for 
a nap.  This afternoon was particularly enjoyable.  It was in the mid 70Ês with a bit of a breeze out 
of the northeast.  A tad bit of humidity could be detected in the air.  I took in a deep breath and 
enjoyed the „smell of summer‰.   
 
I could not pinpoint what it was I smelled.  It was a familiar, friendly smell that instantly 
transported me down memory lane to when I was a kid.  Perhaps the warmth and slight humidity 
combined to create this friendly smell.  I began thinking about those summer days, when summer 
truly belonged to kids.  Each and every day provided new adventures.  We did not prepare a 
detailed itinerary for each day of the week.  Our momÊs didnÊt know where we were going half 
the time.  Back in those days, they werenÊt too worried about us.  WeÊd get up in the morning, 
have breakfast, and head out the door sometimes not returning until suppertime.  Does anyone 
still use that word?   
 
WeÊd ride our bikes everywhere, sometimes for miles.  WeÊd go to Bush Lake to fish or swim, 
down to the Minnesota River and mess around near the Savage Bridge, or out to the Masonic 
Horse Farm.  If we werenÊt doing that, weÊd be playing baseball somewhere or going house to 
house looking for salamanders and frogs lurking in window wells.   
 
Life was less dangerous then.  Kids had the liberty to be kids!  Our neighborhood was full of kids.  
We had enough to form two baseball teams or two football teams.  Playing outside did not end 
when the sun went down.  WeÊd play games in the dark that spanned six backyards.  If the 
weather was crummy, there were games to be played in our garages.  We spent as little time as 
possible „indoors‰.  If it was raining, playing games like stick hockey or ping-pong in the garage 
was the next best thing to being outside. 
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These pleasant travels back in time were simply the result of a certain smell that happened to 
come my way while sitting in my lawn chair.   There are other times, too, when a familiar smell 
will cross my path.  It could be when IÊm driving past a lake, while riding my bike, or out 
walking.  I cannot re-create that friendly smell, that reminder of days past.  I was simply lucky 
enough to be in the right place at the right time.  Who knows when it will come my way again? 
 
Good memories are a gift.  They can offer a bright spot, a positive interlude when things may not 
be going so well.  We need not necessarily wait for a trigger like smell or sight to travel back in 
time.  Our memories remain fixed, unchanging, and always available for us to retrieve when 
needed.  I think the saddest illness that can befall a person is one that robs he or she of their 
memory.  
 
I expect that you know exactly what IÊm talking about.  Your memory, too, has been triggered by 
that certain smell.  When that happens may I suggest that you savor that moment? 
 
Yes, it is possible to travel in my lawn chair.  I wish you many good „travels‰. 
 


